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PurposePurpose

Scrutinize the basinScrutinize the basin--scale longscale long--term term 
variability in the modelvariability in the model
Analyze three robust largeAnalyze three robust large--scale signalsscale signals

97/98 El Nino 97/98 El Nino 
1999 Regime shift1999 Regime shift
Cold Anomaly in NE PacificCold Anomaly in NE Pacific



Nested Model Hierarchy in the North Pacific

NPac (40 km)       NEP (10 km)       CCS&CGOA (3 km)       PWS (1 km)



Model SetupModel Setup

Ocean Model:  ROMS (community model)Ocean Model:  ROMS (community model)
Domain:  Pacific basin; 30S to 65N, 100E Domain:  Pacific basin; 30S to 65N, 100E 
to 70W.  476x238 Horizontal points, 30 to 70W.  476x238 Horizontal points, 30 
vertical layersvertical layers
SpinupSpinup:  10 years with :  10 years with climatologicalclimatological
fluxes and daily windsfluxes and daily winds
HindcastHindcast:  1990:  1990--2003, NCEP winds and 2003, NCEP winds and 
fluxes.  Also 2000fluxes.  Also 2000--2002 2002 QscatQscat windswinds



Model setupModel setup

AirAir--sea interaction boundary layer from sea interaction boundary layer from 
COARE (COARE (FairallFairall et. al. 1996)et. al. 1996)
Oceanic surface boundary layer (KPP; Oceanic surface boundary layer (KPP; 
Large et. al. 1994)Large et. al. 1994)
Bathymetry:  ETOPO5, isobaths do not Bathymetry:  ETOPO5, isobaths do not 
intersect coastlineintersect coastline



ROMS Kernel AttributesROMS Kernel Attributes
Free surface hydrostatic primitive equations Free surface hydrostatic primitive equations 
modelmodel
Generalized, terrainGeneralized, terrain--following vertical following vertical 

coordinates.coordinates.
Boundary fitted, orthogonal curvilinear, Boundary fitted, orthogonal curvilinear, 
horizontal coordinates on an Arakawa Chorizontal coordinates on an Arakawa C--GridGrid
NonNon--homogenous timehomogenous time--stepping algorithmstepping algorithm
HighHigh--order advection schemeorder advection scheme
Continuous monotonic reconstruction of vertical Continuous monotonic reconstruction of vertical 
gradientsgradients
Accurate Accurate baroclinicbaroclinic pressure gradient (pressure gradient (splinessplines))













Sea surface height anomalySea surface height anomaly





Bond et. al.

ROMS



Figure 5. Principal Component Analysis of North Pacific
winter (November–March) SST fields north of 20. The
first EOF (top) corresponds to the PDO pattern and its time
evolution is given by PC1. The evolution of the second EOF
pattern shows large magnitudes since the 1990s with a shift
to large positive values for 1999–2002.
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20022002--2001 2001 Temp. anomaly at 50mTemp. anomaly at 50m



Mixed layer depthMixed layer depth



IsopycnalIsopycnal layer depthlayer depth



Bernoulli FunctionBernoulli Function
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Final CommentsFinal Comments

Outer scale model is giving the correct Outer scale model is giving the correct 
response;  Proceed on to the higherresponse;  Proceed on to the higher--
resolution limitedresolution limited--area domains (NEP, area domains (NEP, 
CCS, CGOA)CCS, CGOA)
Having said thatHaving said that……

Poor shelf representationPoor shelf representation
No No messoscalemessoscale eddieseddies









Temperature anomaly at Line-P Salinity anomaly at Line-P
















